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LICENSEE PA'INA HAWAII, LLC'S ANSWER
TO INTERVENOR CONCERNED CITIZENS OF

HONOLULU'S AMENDED SAFETY CONTENTION 7

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND REGARDING INTERVENOR'S
PROFERRED SAFETY CONTENTIONS.

On March 24, 2006 this Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board ("Board") issued an Order which admitted three of

Intervenor CONCERNED CITIZENS OF HONOLULU'S ("Intervenor")

safety contentions, including its original Safety

Contention No. 7 ("likelihood and consequences of an air

crash").

On May 1, 2006, this Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

("Board") issued an Order ("2006 Order"), directing

Intervenor CONCERNED CITIZENS OF HONOLULU ("Intervenor") to

file any new or amended contentions within thirty (30) days

after service of the NRC Staff's Safety Evaluation Report

("SER") upon Intervenor.

On June 21, 2007 this Board issued an interim Order

("2007 Order") directing Intervenor CONCERNED CITIZENS OF

HONOLULU ("Intervenor") to withhold any further challenges

until a Final Environmental Assessment and a final Safety

Evaluation Report ("SER") were issued.

On August 17, 2007, the NRC Staff issued its final

Safety Evaluation Report ("SER") regarding Pa'ina's

proposed irradiator. The final SER concluded that Pa'ina's



proposed irradiator complied with all of the specific

applicable regulations:

"Based on the information described above, the
NRC staff has determined that the application satisfies all
NRC's requirements in 10 CFR Part 20, "Standards for
Protection Against Radiation," 10 CFR Part 30, "Rules of
General Applicability to Domestic Licensing of Byproduct
Material," and 10 CFR Part 36, "Licenses and Radiation
Safety Requirements for Irradiators." Based on the results
of NRC's safety and security review, the staff concludes
that a license can be issued to Pa'ina Hawaii, LLC, for the
possession and use of licensed material in an irradiator."
(Emphasis added) (See ML072260186)

On August 17, 2007 Materials License No. 53-29296-01

was issued to PA'INA HAWAII, LLC (hereinafter called

"Licensee"). On the same date, the Staff issued its

"Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)."

Prior to ruling on original Safety Contention No. 7,

the Board on August 31, 2007 certified two questions to the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") The first certified

question was whether a safety analysis is required when

risks are asserted to be endemic (such as aircraft crashes

and natural phenomena).

On March 17, 2008 the Commission answered the first

certified question by ruling that irradiator siting

contentions are not barred as a matter of law, but the

Commission reiterated its long-time policy that a

petitioner must state a properly-supported, "plausible

claim" that a particular site was not "adequately
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protective" for an irradiator. CLI-08-03, slip op. at 21.

This ruling clearly placed the initial burden of pleading

and proof upon Intervenor.

On April 2, 2008 the Board followed up the

Commission's March 17th ruling by dismissing Intervenor's

original Safety Contention No. 7. The Board went on to

afford Intervenor yet another thirty (30) days to file new

safety contentions.

On May 2, 2008 Intervenor filed an Amended Safety

Contention No. 7, which is basically an unremarkable rehash

of its earlier, original Safety Contention No. 7.

This is Licensee PA'INA HAWAII, LLC's ("Licensee")

Answer to Amended Safety Contention No. 7.

II. INTERVENOR'S AMENDED SAFETY CONTENTION NO. 7 FAILS
TO SATISFY THE NRC'S REGULATIONS GOVERNING ADMISSION
OF CONTENTIONS.

Intervenor's May 2, 2008 Amended Safety Contention No.

7 woefully fails to satisfy the pleading requirements

established by the Commission.

Long before Pa'ina's June 2005 Application was filed

herein, the Commission had laid out several sets of strict

"ground rules" for the admission of contentions. -

The first set of rules apply to all contentions. 10

C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and
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(vi). An Intervenor must comply with all of the following

pleading-and-proof rules if a. contention is to be deemed

"admissible." The Intervenor must:

(i) provide a specific statement of the legal or
factual issue to be raised;

(ii) briefly explain the basis of its issue;
(iii) provide a concise statement of the alleged

facts or expert opinions, including references
to specific sources and documents, that support
the Petitioner's position and upon which the
Petitioner intends to rely at the hearing; and

(iv) sufficient information demonstrating that a
genuine dispute exists in regard to a material
issue of fact or law, including references to
specific portions of the Application that the
Petitioner disputes, or in the case when the
Application is alleged to be deficient, the
identification of such deficiencies and
supporting reasons for this belief.

(v) the issue(s) raised by them is (are) within the
scope of the proceedings, and

(vi) material to the findings the NRC must make to
support the action involved in the proceeding.
.10 C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1) (iii)-(iv).

Here, Intervenor's amended contention fails to satisfy

the above standards, the proposed contention is

inadmissible, and should therefore be dismissed. See

Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel

Storage Installation), CLI-99-10, 49 NRC 318, 325 (1999).

The Commission has established an additional, second

set of "ground rules" which govern the admissibility of

proffered new or amended contentions. Any "new" or

"amended" contentions must meet the three requirements of

10 C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (2) by showing that: (i) the
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information upon which the new or amended contention is

based was not previously available; (ii) the information

upon which the amended or new contention is based is

materially different than information previously available;

and (iii) the amended or new contention has been submitted

in a timely fashion based on the availability of the

subsequent information.

This important second set of rules is supposed to be

"stringently" applied to the proffered contentions. See

U.S. Army (Jefferson Proving Ground Site), CLI-05-23, 62

N.R.C. 546, 549 (2005)

The Commission in its recent March 17, 2008 Order

(which answered the two certified questions) re-emphasized

its consistent, historic policy that all contentions "must

be based on more than a generalized, conclusory claims."

(CLI-08-03, slip op. at 20) The Commission pointedly (for

purposes of this case) noted that "it would be an

inappropriate use of adjudicatory and other NRC resources

to allow petitioners to trigger time-consuming hearings or

gratuitous analyses based merely on generalized, poorly

supported scenarios of harm, with little or no description

of how a claimed harm might actually occur." Id., at 21.1

'Although this Board has interpreted the Commission's March 17, 2008 Order as establishing brand new
"rigorous requirements uniquely applicable to the admission of a safety contention challenging the siting of
an irradiator," Pa'ina believes that the Commission, even-handedly, has always required all proffered
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On April 2, 2008 this Board applied the "stringent"

admission standards to Intervenor's original Safety

Contention No. 7, and dismissed the original Safety

Contention No. 7. In the same Order, this Board allowed

for (but did not require) Intervenor to file new safety

contentions. On May 2, 2008 Intervenor filed an Amended

Safety Contention No. 7, more than 2% years since it filed

its original Safety Contention No. 7.

As will be demonstrated below, Intervenor's very

belated Amended Contention No. 7 should be denied

admissibility and/or dismissed.

A. Intervenor's Amended Contention No. 7 Should Be
Denied/Dismissed Because It Fails To Satisfy The
Stringent Admissibility Standards For Late-Filed
Contentions Set Forth In 10 C.F.R. Sec.
2.309(f) (1).

Intervenor's Amended Safety Contention No. 7 cannot

satisfy the stringent, three-pronged pleading requirements

of Sec. 2.309(f) (1)

contentions within the NRC adjudicatory process to meet "stringent" pleading requirements. See, e.g., US.
Army (Jefferson Proving Ground Site), CLI-05-23, 62 N.R.C. 546, 549 (2005); In Re Duke Energy
Corporation, CLI-99- 11, __ NRC __ (1999)("Our strict contention rule serves multiple interests."); In Re
Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corp., CLI-99-12 (1999)("[W]e insist on detailed descriptions of the petitioner's
positions on issues") At the outset of this adjudicatory process, this Board cited the Commission's
"rigorous" pleading requirements, which demanded a great level of "discipline" on the part of petitioners,
and which required that all contentions must be -"narrowly focused on the legal or logical arguments."
LBP-06-12 (March 24, 2006)
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First, the information upon which Amended Safety

Contention No. 7 is based has clearly been available to

Intervenor since August 2005 (when Intervenor filed its

initial Petition), since May 2007 (when the Final Topical

Report was issued), and since August 17, 2007 (when the

Final EA and FONSI were issued). There is no factual

information in Intervenor's May 2, 2008 filing that was not

available on or by August 17, 2007 at the latest. Indeed,

Dr. Resnikoff admits that his "analysis" is based upon the

May 2007 Final Topical Report, and also upon Honolulu

International Airport operation numbers dating "from

airport operations in 2005." Since Amended Contention No.

7 is not based upon any information of recent vintage, it

violates Sec. 2.309(f) (2) (i) and should be denied

admission.

Second, the information upon which Intervenor and Dr.

Resnikoff base their May 2 nd filing is not "materially

different" than the substantial information which has been

in the record of this case since 2005. The factual

information used by Dr. Resnikoff has been available for up

to three years. Moreover, Intervenor's long delay in

proffering Amended Safety Contention No. 7 is not overcome

by Dr. Resnikoff's recent mathematical calculations, since

the information underlying his calculations has long
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existed in the record. Consequently, Amended Contention

No. 7 ought to be denied admissibility 'because there is, no

"materially different" information of recent vintage in

this case.

Third, and finally, there is no explanation as to why

Intervenor delayed herein, where the information has been

available for up to three years. There is no declaration

by Intervenor's attorney, nor by any individual member of

Intervenor, explaining away the delay. Dr. Resnikoff does

not offer any explanation for the delay between having the

facts available, and his belated May 2 d Declaration. The

delay has been, of course, very prejudicial to Applicant

Pa'ina. Consequently, Amended Contention No. 7 ought to

be denied admissibility because it fails to satisfy the

third prong of Sec. 2.309(f) (2).

To summarize: Intervenor's May 2nd f iling of its

Amended Safety Contention No. 7 violated all three prongs

of Section 2.309(f) (2), and the unexplained delay has been

very,. prejudicial to Licensee. The Amended Safety

Contention should be denied admissibility.2

2 Neither Intervenor nor Dr. Resnikoff cite any new factual information which came to light on or after
April 2, 2008, which would justify their late filing on May 2, 2008. This failure to cite new, recent
evidence warrants the denial of their Amended Safety Contention No. 7.
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B. Intervenor's Amended Safety Contention No. 7
Should Also Be Denied/Dismissed Because It Fails
To Satisfy The Admissibility Standards Of 10
C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1).

Not only did Intervenor file Amended Safety Contention

No. 7 far too late, but that Contention also fails to

satisfy the basic, mandatory pleading requirements of 10

C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1).

1. No Specific Statement Of A Legal Or Factual

Challenge.

First, Intervenor's Amended Safety Contention No. 7

has failed to "provide a specific statement of the legal or

factual issue," in violation of Sec. 2.309(f) (1) (i).

By way of background: the Commission's 1993

"Statement of Considerations (SOC)" assumed relating to the

siting of irradiators a much higher risk of airplane

crashes for irradiators located near airports. 3  Therefore,

in this case, it was incumbent upon Intervenor to

articulate and show a "unique threat" to Licensee's

irradiator above and beyond the higher risk and

consequences created by its near-airport location.

However, Intervenor failed to articulate or substantiate

any such higher threat or any greater consequences.

3 Final Rule, Licenses and Radiation Safety Requirements for Irradiators, 58 Fed. Reg. 7715, 7725 (Feb. 9,
1993)
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Thus, for example, Intervenor fails to note or explain

any irradiator design flaws in Licensee's irradiator which

might result in consequences from an airplane crash greater

than the consequences of an. airplane crash at any other

underwater irradiator. Intervenor also fails to explain

how there would be any unique or worse consequences to the

industrial land surrounding the proposed irradiator site,

than would occur near other airport sites as already

contemplated by the NRC's Statement of Considerations.

In a nutshell, Intervenor fails to articulate any

unique or worse consequences from an airplane crash on 'the

proposed site, beyond those which were already assumed by

the NRC in its 1993 Statement of Considerations. Instead,

the Amended Contention merely reflects Intervenor's

generalized, conclusory unhappiness that Pa'ina's

irradiator fully complies with 10 C.F.R. Part 36 and also

with the 1993 Statement of Considerations. Intervenor's

generalized unhappiness fails to satisfy the specific

pleading requirements of Sec. 2.309(f) (1) (i).

2. Failure To Support And Explain The Underlying

Basis For Its Claims.

This Board has already indicated that it would not

admit a contention which presents "generalized, poorly
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supported scenarios of harm." (Board Order, April 2, 2008

*at p. 3)

Intervenor and its purported expert, Dr. Resnikoff,

nevertheless fail to support and explain (or logically

explain) the basis for their claims, in violation of this

Board's April 2 nd Order and in violation of Subsections

(ii), (iii) and (iv) of Section 2.309(f) (1).

First, for example, Dr. Resnikoff expresses his

professional disagreement with the Staff's use of the NRC's

NUREG-0800 to calculate the chances of a plane crash on

Pa'ina's site, rather than the Department of Energy

Standard (DOE-STD-3014-96) which he used. It is well

settled in the 9 th Circuit that a professional disagreement

over methodology does not establish a claim under NEPA.

Friends of Endangered Species, Inc. v. Jantzen, 760 F. 2d

976, 986 ( 9 th Cir. 1985); Salmon River Concerned Citizens v.

California Coalition For Alternatives To Pesticides, 32 F.

3d 1346, 1359 ( 9 th Cir. 1994). Thus, Dr. Resnikoff's DOE-

based analysis fails to state or create a valid contention

as a matter of law.

Furthermore, in order to present some type of semi-

plausible contention, Intervenor in its May 2 nd filing seeks

to artificially increase the probability of an airplane

crash at Licensee's site beyond what was already
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contemplated in the 1993 SOC's. Intervenor's effort to

create artificially-higher risks has no basis in fact or

logic, and certainly no expert support. Thus, Dr.

Resnikoff (who claims no expertise in the field of

statistical probability) nevertheless opines that the

chances of an airplane crash on the proposed site would be

ten times greater because Pa'ina's license would run for

only 10 years (rather than, say, 100 years):

"Depending on the methodology used, the annual
likelihood of an aviation accident involving the irradiator
would be 1-in-2,786 or i-in-i,757 (nearly one-in-175 over
the license's ten year period)." Resnikoff May 2, 2008
Declaration, para. 2.

However, Dr. Resnikoff's statistical conclusion

raising the chances of an airplane crash to "nearly one-in-

175 over the license's ten year period" has no expert

support, is counter-intuitive, and indeed is illogical.

For example, it is more likely that a person would be

involved in an auto accident over a period of 20 years

rather than over a shorter period of, say, only 2 years.

Thus, there is no factual or logical basis for Dr.

Resnikoff's artificial statistical conclusion. 4

4 Dr. Resnikoffs casual recitation of statistical conclusions which are counter-intuitive should raise serious
questions about his expertise in the field of statistics, and naturally leads to suspicions about all of his
mathematical and scientific expertise. See Louis Vuitton Malletier v. Dooney & Bourke, Ic, 525 F. Supp.
2d 558, 641 (DCNY 2007)(expertise in one field does not establish expertise as statistician; therefore,
evidence and testimony stricken); see generally Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S.
579 (1993)(evidence must be reliable and based upon good science); see also Cano v. Everest Minerals
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Intervenor alleges other "poorly supported scenarios

of harm," which fail to state claims as a matter of law.

Thus, Dr. Resnikoff's opines that a GE model CF6-80C2 jet

engine can drop to the bottom of the irradiator's pool and

onto the sources. However, Dr. Resnikoff totally fails to

explain how the GE jet engine with a diameter of 168 inches

will fall to the bottom of the irradiator pool, which

measures only 69 inches across.

Perhaps more conspicuously lacking expert support is

Dr. Resnikoff's claim that an engine shaft would pierce the

pool liner of "only six inches." There is no part of the

pool above ground that is 6 inches of concrete sandwiched

by steel; indeed, the above-ground portion of the pool is

specialiy designed to break away and be sacrificed in the

event of any such crash. Dr. Resnikoff also fails to

provide any engineering calculations regarding the forces

which must be focused directly on the site of the

underground pool, in order to overcome the tons of earth

surrounding the 18-foot deep pool, in order to overcome the

1.5 feet of concrete forming the outer shell of the pool,

then to overcome the concrete and steel structures forming

the pool, and also to overcome the tons of water within the

Corp., 362 F. Supp. 2 nd 814, 817-819 (D.C.Tex. 2004)(Dr. Dollinger's testimony, based upon Dr.
Resnikoff's reports, not reliable and excluded)
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pool. Lacking any such calculations, or even a general

showing of some logical numbers, Intervenor has failed to

show a "gateway" between a crash and any consequences to

the sources at the bottom of the pool.

In light of the above discussion, Intervenor's

Amended Safety Contention No. 7 clearly fails as a matter

of law to satisfy the requirements of subsections (ii),

(iii) and (iv) of Sec. 2.309(f) (1). Intervenor simply

disagrees with the NRC-based methodology on probability of

airplane crashes, and this disagreement does not create a

material dispute of fact. Intervenor's expert (without any

stated expertise as a statistician) exaggerates his own

probability calculations. Intervenor's expert, utterly

fails to explain or show any engineering calculations

forming a "gateway" between an engine shaft gliding on the

ground into the facility, and the encapsulated sources at

the bottom of an 18-foot pool of water.

Consequently, Amended Safety Contention No. 7 should

be denied admission.

3. No Greater Threat Of Harmful Consequences.

Third, and ultimately, Intervenor's Amended Safety

Contention No. 7 fails to establish any increased

probability of harmful consequences from the siting of

Pa'ina's irradiator near the airport, over and above the
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harm contemplated by the NRC reflected in its 1993 SOC's.

Intervenor cannot articulate or show that unusually worse

consequences would occur. Therefore, because the

Contention cannot demonstrate that a "material dispute of

fact" exists, the entire Contention must be denied

admission because it fails to satisfy Subsection (iv) of

Sec. 2.309(f) (1) .

To conclude: Intervenor's proposed Amended Safety

Contention No. 7 fails to satisfy several of the

"stringent" pleading and proof requirements contained in 10

C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1). Therefore, the contention ought

to be denied admissibility.

III. INTERVENOR HAS FAILED TO ALLEGE THAT LICENSEE'S
IRRADIATOR FAILS TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENT IN 10

C.F.R. PART 36.

Conspicuously, Intervenor has nowhere alleged or shown

that Licensee's irradiator fails to comply with any of the

provisions in 10 C.F.R. Part 36. Lacking any such

allegation or proof, Intervenor necessarily concedes that

Licensee's irradiator satisfies 100% of the detailed and

comprehensive engineering requirements set forth in Part

36.

Ergo, Intervenor's oft-repeated "mantra" that

Licensee's irradiator does not satisfy 10 C.F.R. Sec.
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30.33 (a) (2) lacks specificity, fails to raise any material

issues of disputed fact and is, ultimately, meaningless.

Therefore, Intervenor's Amended Safety Contention No.

7 ought to be denied admissibility insofar as it is based

upon the very generalized 10 C.F.R. Sec. 30.33(a)(2). 5

Intervenor has effectively conceded that Licensee's

which means theirradiator fully satisfies Part 36,

Materials License was properly issued on August 17, 2007.

By satisfying all of the requirements of Part 36,

Licensee has necessarily fulfilled 10 C.F.R. Sec.

30.33(a) (2). Intervenor's unusually vague Amended Safety

Contention No. 7, insofar as it is based upon Sec.

30.33 (a) (2), fails to raise up any material disputes of

fact.

IV. CONCLUSION.

For the reasons set forth above, Intervenor's Amended

Safety Contention No. 7 ought to be denied admission and/or

dismissed.

5 On March 17, 2008, the Commission clearly declared: "But section 30.33(a)(2) is a general and 'standard
requirement for all NRC licensee,' while the SOC outlines how the NRC specifically considered, in the
rulemaking for irradiator requirements, the very kinds of 'threats' the Intervenors now raise--aircraft
crash and natural phenomena. Moreover, by determining that the potential threats posed by aircraft crash
and natural phenomena do not warrant a siting review, the NRC likewise already determined that such
siting analyses typically should be unnecessary for an applicant to show that its facility is 'adequate[ly],'
protective, as section 30.33(a)(2) requires." (Emphasis in original) CLI-08-03, at 19-20.
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The Amended Contention was filed far too late, and

seeks to further prejudice Licensee by causing unnecessary

delay. The Amended Contention also fails to satisfy the

basic pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. Sec. 2.309(f) (1),

because it differs on methodology (which does not create a

valid contention), it exaggerates the results of that

different methodology, and it fails to properly plead or

show any "gateway" between an airplane accident and any

greater alleged harm.

Finally, the Amended Contention fails to allege that

Licensee's underwater irradiator fails in any way to comply

with 10 C.F.R. Part 36, which are the detailed and

comprehensive requirements for all irradiators.

Intervenor's ultimate claim, that Licensee's irradiator

somehow violates 10 C.F.R. Sec. 30.33(a) (2) is, on its

face, far too vague and general to constitute a valid

contention.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, May 16, 2008.

FRED PAUL BENCO
Attorney for Licensee
Pa'ina Hawaii, LLC
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